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Nonlinear Recurrences and Arithmetic Codes 
JOHANNES MYKKELTVEIT 
Department of 2kIathematics, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway 
We show that the binary expansion of the code numbers  in an arithmetic 
BN-code,  where B = (2 ~-  I)/A and e is the order of 2 modA,  may be 
generated by a unique nonsingular  shift register of order h = [log 2 A]. The  
shift register is linear if and only if A = 2 ~ -- 1 or 2 ~-1 -r 1. Besides the code 
numbers  of the BN-code, this shift registerwill  also generate theB 'N-codewhere  
B '  = (2 ~' --  1)/(2 ~ -- A) and the sequences (1) and (0) (the all-one and the 
all-zero sequences) and no other sequences. 
Nonl inear shift register are often used to generate long binary sequences. But  
one major problem is to predict the periods of the sequence generated, from the 
form of the shift register. Th is  paper is a partial solution to this problem, since 
the periods of the sequences generated by the shift register above obviously are 
divisors of e or e'. (If D I A (D divides ~/) and eD is the order of 2 mod D thert 
there exist ~(D) sequences of period eD, where ~(D) is the Euler ~ funct ion.  
A similar statement holds for a divisor D '  of 2 ~ -- A.) 
The  main problem in this connection is to synthesize a shift register which 
corresponds to a given A. Th is  is easy when A = 2 k --  1 or 2 ~ + 1. YVe solve 
this problem when A = 2 ~ -- 3 or 2 ~ + 3. In principle there is no problem in 
doing this when _d = 2 e -  5, 2 k+ 5, 2 e -  7, 2 T~+ 7 and so forth, but  it 
requires some work. 
The  results we obtain may also be used for coding and decoding arithmetic 
codes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear and Nonlinear Recurrence Sequences 
An inf in i te  sequence  
sis ~ --" si_ls~si+ 1 '--, s, ~ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2 , . ,  ( l )  
is a recurrence sequence of order k, i f  and  on ly  i f  there  ex ists  a funct ion  f :  {0, 1} 7~ -+ 
{0, 1} such  that  
si+Ie = f (s i ,  si+l ,..., si+k 1), i = 1, 2 , . . . .  
I t  is linear i f  and  on ly  i f f  is a l inear  funct ion .  The  funct ion  f i tse l f  we call the  
feedback function. 
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Since there only exist 2 k binary k-vectors, a recurrence sequence of order k (1) 
will ultimately become periodic. That is, there exists a d and an e ~ 2 ~ such that 
si = si+t for i=d ,d+l , . . . .  
The sequence has period e. I f  e is a period then 2e, 3e,... will also be periods. 
But when we use the term period in this paper we will always mean the least 
possible period. 
I f  all the sequences generated by f start periodic, that is, if d = 1 for all 
sequences, then f is defined to be nonsingular. A sequence which starts periodic 
will be called purely periodic. Golomb (1967, p. 116) has shown that f is non- 
singular if and only if there exists a g: {0, 1}~-1---~ {0, 1} such that f(si+l,  
si+~ .... , si+7~) = g(si+2 ..... si+k) @ si+t where @ is addition modulo 2. Following 
Van Lantschoot (1970) we call g the censor function. From now on we only 
consider nonsingular feedback functions. 
The set of all sequences generated by f is called the solution set of f and we 
denote it by ~2(f) (cf. Selmer, 1966, Chap. III). 
For a sequence of period e we use the notation (sls2s 3 "" st), since the first e 
digits determine the sequence. 
We now introduce the shift operator pj (j an integer) which is defined by 
p j (hs~s~ ""  s t )  --- (sj+~s~+~s~+~ . . . s~hs  2 . . .  s j ) .  
The set of all shift operators is a group, and this group divides sc2(f) into 
equivalence classes. We call the equivalence class to which the sequence 
(sls2s 3 "" st) belongs, the cycle (sts2sa "" st). 
The feedback function f may be represented by a Boolean polynomial in k 
variables. Because of this, it is possible to construct a shift register such that 
the set of all possible sequences generated by this register is f2(f).  
In Section 2 we need a lemma about shift register sequences, which we state 
and prove here. 
Let .90 be a set of purely periodic sequences, and let ~ be closed under the 
group of shift operators. We define the m-vector (st, s 2 .... , sin) to occur l times 
in .9 ~ if and only if there exist l different sequences which start sis ~ ".. s,~ in ~9 °. 
Equivalently, we may say that (s t , s 2 ,..., s,~) occurs l times in ~ if and only if it 
occurs l times in the set of different cycles contained in ~.  (Note that we use 
commas between the elements in a vector to distinguish it from a sequence.) 
The announced lemma then is as follows. 
LEMMA 1. I f  each k-vector occurs at most once in cp, then there exists a non- 
singular feedback funct ion f (sl , s 2 ,..., s~) = s t @ g(s2 , s3 .... , sty) which generates 
(that is, .90 C ~(  f ) ). 
Proof. We prove the existence o f f  by constructing ag such that s 1 @g(s  2 ..... sit) 
generates ~.  I f  (s 2 ..... s~) does not occur in ~ then we can choose the value 
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of g(s  2 ,..., sz~ ) arbitrari ly f rom {0, 1}. Otherwise, since (s 2 ,..., sk) occurs in .Y 
there exists a sequence start ing sff2s a "." sksj~+l for some s 1 , sz~+l = 0 or 1. We 
put g(s 2 ,..., sl~ ) = q @ s~+ 1 . Since each h-vector can occur at most once there 
exists at most one more sequence which starts q's2s a . "  sks'~+ 1 , and we must  
have q '  =- sl and s~+ 1 = sz~+l , where ~ s @ 1. Now q @ sz~+l = 31 @ sl~+l , so 
the choice of g(s 2 ..... sk) is consistent and the lemma is proved. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let  h = 4 and let g: {0, 1} a -~ {0, 1} be 
truth table. 
S 2 S 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 ! 1 
s~ g 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
That  is, g(s 2 , Sa , 4 )  - -  4@4 @ @as4 (s2 @ sa)(Sa @ 
and sis 5 = 1 if and only if both s i = 1 ands j  = 1. 
f ( - -  s 1 @g(s2 ,  sa,  sa)), O( f )  consists of the cycles 
(0 0 0 1 0 1 I 1 0 1), 
(0011) ,  
(o), 
(1). 
The corresponding shift register is shown in Fig. 1. 
st+1 st+2 st+ 3 st+4 
FIG. 1. The  register  in Example  1. 
Ar i thmet ic  Codes 
Let  A be an odd integer and let e be the least integer for which d 
The integer e is called the order o f  2 mod A. 
given by the following 
s4) , where si ~ si @ 1 
The solution set to 
2 ~ - -  1. 
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Put B = (28 - -  1)/A. The arithmetic BN-code is defined to be the set of 
integers {B - N; N = 1, 2, 3,..., A --  1}, and the integers B - N themselves are 
called code numbers. Let the code number B • N be written in base 2 as 
B • N = ~ s,2 e-~ (where s i = 0 or 1). (2) 
i=1 
We will use the term code sequence for the infinite sequence 
( s i s2  "" s i  "" s . )  . . . .  (3) 
where si is defined by (2) when 1 <~ i ~< e, and by si = si_~ when i > e. Note 
that we do not consider the all-zero sequence (corresponding to N = 0) to be a 
code sequence. 
LEMMA 2. Let s i be as in (2). Then 
s~ =- (N"  2 i (mod A)) (mod 2), i = 1, 2, 3,.. . .  
Remark. By the notation N - 2 i (mod A) we mean the unique integer I
which is congruent o N • 2 i mod A and for which 0 ~< I < A. The integer 
(N • 2" (mod A)) (rood 2) is then 0 if I is even and 1 otherwise. Because of this 
interpretation of N '  2 i (mod A) we will later use the symbol "="  rather 
than "=_.'" 
EXAMPLE 2. A = 9, B = (26-  1)/9 = 7 =0"25  ~- 0"24q-  0"23  + 
1 "22+ 1 "2 ~ 1, so N= 1 corresponds to the sequence (000  1 1 1). But 
(2 i (mod 9) (mod 2)) = (2 (mod 2) 4(mod 2) 8 (mod 2) 7(mod 2) 5(mod 2) 
l (mod2)) = (0 0 0 1 1 1). 
Pro@ Lemma 2 is equivalent o Theorem 15.5 in Peterson and Weldon 
(1972), but we give a different proof. Let us expand N/A  (remember that N < A) 
~xa 
is an infinite power series in base 2. That is, N/A  = ~i=1 ui 2-~, where each u i 
equals 0 or 1, and is determined by long divisionl Let Ri be the remainder after 
the ith step of this division. That is, 
i 
N = A • y,  u~2 -~ q7 Ri  2-i, 0 < Ri2 -~ < -/t2 -i. (4) 
We now claim that R i ~- 2 i • N(mod A) and that u i = (U" N(mod A))(mod 2). 
I f2N<AthenR 1 =2Nandu 1 =0,  but i f2N>AthenR1 =2N- -Aand 
u 1 = 1. Thus, our claim is right for i = 1 and is easily proved for i > 1 by 
induction on i. 
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\¥e have to show that ui = s~ where si is as in (3). Since u~ = (2 ~ • N (mod A)) 
(mod 2), u i = ui+~ for i = 1, 2,.... Therefore 
SO 
N/A = y~ u~2-~ (1 + 2-~ + 2-s~ + ...), 
i= l  / 
B • N = (2 ~ - -  1)/'A • N = ~ Ui 2e-i. 
i=1  
Since both u i and s i are either 0 or 1, and since the expression to the right in (2) 
is unique, when this requirement is satisfied, it follows that ui = si • 
In Section 2 we show that the sequences (3) are generated by a nonsingular 
feedback function f of order k where k = [logs A]. (Here Ix] denotes the least 
integer which is ~x) .  Altogether f2( f )  contains 2 k sequences, but the BN-code 
only contains d -  2 sequences. However, X2(f) also contains the B'N-code 
where B'  = (2 °' - -  1)/(2 k -  A) and e' is the order of 2 mod 2 ~ - -  A. The 
BN-code and the B'N-code  together contain 2 ~ - -  2 sequences. The remaining 
two sequences in D( f )  are the all-zero sequence and the all-one sequence. 
EXAMPLE 3. A = 11, (21(mod 11)) = (2 4 8 5 10 9 7 3 6 1). Thus the BN-  
code contains the cycle (00  0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1). 2 k -A  =24-  I1 ~-5,  and 
(21 (mod 5)) - -  (2 4 3 1). Therefore the B'N-code contains the cycle (0 0 1 1). 
Except for the all-one and the all-zero cycle we have/2( f )  where f is given in 
Example 1. 
In Section 3 we derive some properties of the censor function g. We give a 
simple algorithm for construction of its truth table, and prove that it is linear 
if and only if A = 2 k-1 q- 1 or . / /=  2 k - -  1. In the cases A = 2 ~-1 + 3 and 
A = 2 v - -  3 we give the Boolean polynomial representing g.
2. A KEY THEOREM AND SOME OF ITS CONSEQUENCES 
Lemma 2 tells us how to find s 1 , s s , s 3 ,... when N is given. We now try to 
solve the converse problem. Given the m-vector (s 1 , s s .... , s~,), how large must m 
be in order that this m-vector uniquely determine AT, and how do we find 
N when m is large enough ? If  m is greater than or equal to k ~ [log s A], then 
not all m-vectors can occur in a sequence of the form (3), since 2 ~ > A. What 
m-vectors do occur ? The answers to these questions are given by the following 
theorem. See also Mandelbaum (1967). 
THEOREM 1. Given a binary m-tup le  (s l ,  s 2 ,..., sin). I f  m < h = [log 2 d],  
then (sl , s2 ,..., s,~) a lways  occurs in a code sequence (3)for the BN-code ,  but i t  does 
not in general  determine N uniquely. 
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I f  m >/h  then we may determine whether (sis 2 .., s~) does occur or not in the 
BN-code, and f ind N by the following algorithm. 
(a) Put S ~ s12 m-1 + s22 ~-~ + "" + s,~_12 + s~.  
(b) Write A • S in accordance with the division algorithm as 
A .S=Q .2~+R,  0 ~<R <2% 
(c) I f  0 <. R <~ 2 ~ --  A,  then (sl, s~ .... , s~) does not occur in a sequence 
in the BN-code. I f  2 ~ --  A < R < 2% then (sl , s 2 .... , s~) occurs in the sequence 
which corresponds to N = Q + 1. 
Proof. Suppose that the m-tuple (s 1 , s 2 ,..., s~) does occur. Then according 
to (4) we have (since s~. = uj ,  j = 1, 2,...) 
N = A . S " 2 -~ + R ", O < R" < A2-% 
We multiply by 2m and put R'  = 2mR " and get 
A'S=N'2~- -R  ', 0<R'<A.  
But this is equivalent to 
A.S=(N- -1 )2~+R,  2,~- -A<R<2 ~, (5) 
where we have put R =2 m-R ' .  I fm)k ,  then0 <2 ~-A  <R,  so we 
have written A • S in the same way as in (b). Thus we have proved that if
m ~> k and (sl,  sz,..., s,~) does occur, then N is determined by (b) and (c). 
On the other hand, when S in (5) runs through the integers 1, 2,..., 2 '~ - -  1, 
then R will run through the same set of integers. In particular the number of 
S's for which 2 '~ - -  A < R < 2 ~ is A - -  1, which is equal to the number of 
sequences in the BN-code. Thus all integers S for which 2 ~ - -  A < R < 2 ~ 
(0 < S ~ 2 m - - 1) must correspond to m-tuples which do occur, and we have 
proved Theorem 1 in the case m >~ k. 
I f  m < k then (sl,  sz,..., s~) cannot determine N uniquely since the number 
of code sequences i greater than 2% 
I f  all (k -  1)-tuples occur, then obviously also all m-tuples for which 
m < k - -  1 occur. Therefore we proceed by proving that all (k - -  1)-tuples do 
occur.  
Suppose that (ul ,  u2 ,..., uk-1) does not occur. Put S = u12 k-1 + u22 ~-2 + 
"'" -}- uk_a2 -i- 0. Then Theorem 1 with m = k implies that 
A • S = Qo 2k + Ro ,  
A • (S + 1) = Ol 2k -t- Rx,  
0 <~Ro <2k- -A ,  
(6) 
0 <R 1 ~ 2~ A .  
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(Since S is even, R 0 is even, but 21~ - -  A is odd. Therefore we have R 0 < 2 I~ - -  A 
rather then R 0 ~< 27~: - -  A.) By adding A to both sides of (6) we get 
A . (S4- t )  =Q0 2 '~+Ro4-A ,  2 ' , . - -A  <A ~<R 0+A <2 '~. 
But this is incompatible with (6). So the assumption that (u~, u 2 ,..., uk-1) does 
not occur leads to a contradiction, and Theorem 1 is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. There exists a unique nonsinguIar feedback function 
f (s l  , s2 ,..., sl~) = sl @ g(s~ , s~,..., sk) of order k = [log 2 A] which generates the 
code sequences in the BN-code. 
Proof. Lemma 2 tells us that the code sequences are closed under the group 
of shift operators. Therefore Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 imply that f (s  1 .... , s~) 
exists and is nonsingular. I t  is unique because each (k -  1)-vector occurs, so 
the value of g(s2 ,..., sk) is determined for all (h - -  1)-vectors (s2, s3 .... , sk). 
COROLLARY 2. Let f ( s  1, s2,..., s~) be as in Corollary 1. Put B '= (2 *' - 1)/(2 ~ - A) 
where e' is the order of 2 mod 2 k --  A.  Then D( f ) consists of the sequences in the 
BN-code, the sequences in the B'N-code, and the sequences (0) and (1) (the all-zero 
and the all-one sequences). 
Pro@ Since 0 < 2 l~ - -  A < A < 2 l', it follows from Theorem 1 that the 
k-vectors in the BN-code are different and that the k-vectors in the B'N-code 
are different. The k-vectors (0, 0,..., 0) and (1, 1,..., 1) correspond to R = 0 
and R = 27~ - -  >1, respectively, where R is defined in Theorem l(b), so these 
two vectors do not occur in the BN-code. But they do not occur in the B'N-code 
either, for by the above argument he k'-vectors (0, 0 ..... 0) and (1, 1,..., 1) do 
not occur, where k' = [log 2 (2 ~ - -  A)] < k = [log~ A]. 
Suppose now that the k-vector (sl' , s(, .... s~') does occur irt the B'N-code. 
Then by applying Theorem 1 with m = k > k' to the B'N-code we obtain 
(2 ~-A)S '  =Q2 r~ + R, A < R < 2 ~, 
where S'  ~ s1'2 k-1 4- s2'2 k-2 4- ... 4- s'e 12 4- sk'. This implies that 
AS '  = (S'  --  Q)2 '~ - R = (S' - -  Q - 1)2 '~ 4- 2 k - R, 
and since A <R <2 ~ we obtain 0 <2 k -R  <2 k -A .  Again applying 
Theorem 1, to the BN-code this time, we see that (sl' , s(,..., sij ) does not occur 
in the BN-code. 
Altogether we have proved that all the k-vectors which occur in the sequences 
listed in Corollary 2 are different. From Lemma 1 it follows that there exists 
a nonsingular feedback function f l  which generates these sequences. Since the 
function f in Corollary 1 is unique, we must have f l  = f ,  and since the numbers 
of sequences listed in Corollary 2 is 2 ~, which is equal to the number of sequences 
in O( f ) ,  we must have that ~?(f) consists of these sequences. 
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We now consider the cycle structure of f2(f).  This is in fact very similar 
to the cycle structure of the sequences generated by a linear recurrence relation 
(see, Selmer, 1966, Chap. IV). Of course, this similarity comes from the well- 
known analogy between algebraic and arithmetic odes (see Peterson and Weldon, 
1972, Chap. 15). 
Except for the two sequences of period one, the following corollary determines 
what periods the sequences in D( f )  may have and how many sequences (or 
cycles) there are of each period. 
COROLLARY 3. Let D ~ 1 be a divisor of A or of 2 k -- A, and let e(D) be 
the order of 2 mod D. Then D( f  ) contains 9(D) sequences (or ~o(D)/e(D) cycles) 
of period e(D), where ~o is the Euler 9 function. 
Proof. From Lemma 2 it follows that there exist ~o(D) sequences of period e 1 
where e 1 ] e(D). But since Theorem 1 enables us to reconstruct N from the 
digits in the sequence we must have e 1 = e(D). 
EXAMPLE 4. Le t  A = 135 = 33 • 5. We have that 27 < 135 < 2 s, so 
h = [log2 135] =~ 8, and A' = 2 s --  135 = 121 = 113 . It is well known from 
the theory of numbers that if D 1 and D2 are relatively prime then e(D 1 • D~) = 
LCNI(e(D1), e(D2)), where LCM denotes the least common multiple of the 
numbers in the brackets. Using this rule we compute the table 
D 3 9 27 5 15 45 135 i1 121 
9(D) 2 6 18 4 8 24 72 10 110 
e(D) 2 6 18 4 4 12 36 10 110 
9(D)/e(D) 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 
So i f f  is the unique feedback function which generates the BN-code where 
B = (272 -- 1)/135, then £2(f) contains one cycle of each of the periods 2, 6, 18, 
4, t0, 110 and two cycles of each of the periods 4, 12, 36. Note that £2(f) 
altogether contains three cycles of period 4, one which corresponds to D = 5 
and two which correspond to D = 15. Of course sQ(f) also contains the cycles 
(0) and (1), but no other cycles. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE FEEDBACK FUNCTIONS WHICH 
GENERATE THE BN-CODES 
Since the periods of the sequences in [2(f)  are known, it is of interest o find 
explicit and simple expressions for the function f, or equivalently for the censor 
function g. 
We begin with two theorems, each of which enables us to wri te down the 
truth table for g immediately. 
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Let (s2, sa,..., s~) be a (k -- l)-vector, and put S~ = sz2 ~':-~ ± sa2 a:-a @ "'" -- 
s~_a2 -}- s~. We use the subscript 1 in Sa to emphasize that S~ corresponds to a 
(k  - -  1)-vector rather than a k-vector. For the value of g on (sz, s a ,..., sz~), 
g(s2, s a ,..., s~), we use the shorter notation g(Si). 
TrmORE~ 2. Write S i " (A - -  2 ~-l) as 
S 1 • (A  - -  2 k - l )  = 0121'  1 A_ t R1 ' 
Then 
0 ~ R i % 2 a, i. 
g(S~) = (O~ + s~) (mod 2) 
= (Qx + s~ + D (mod 2) 
i f  0 ~< R1 < 21~-1 -- (A/2) 
i f  2 '~-1 --  (A/2) < R~ < 2 '~-*. 
COROLLARY 4. Let R 1 be as in Theorem 2. Then for $1 = 0, 1, 2,..., 2 I'-1 --  2 
we have that g(S1) = g(S 1 - -  1) i f  and only i f  2 k-1 --  (A/2) < R 1 < A/2. 
Remark. Corollary 4 enables us to construct the truth table for g in a simple 
manner. Let X,~ be the solution of the congruence 
X • A ~ ± 1 (mod 21~-1), 0 < X < 2 I~-~, 
where for convenience we choose the sign such that X~, < 2 k 2. We will have 
that g(S~) ~ g(S  1 - -  1) if and only if S z belongs to the set of integers {±X,~ 
(mod 2k-1), j=2X~, (mod 27':-1), +3X.~ (mod 2k-1),..., (21~-~ -- ((A ~- 1)/2))X~, 
(rood 27~-~)}. Since we know that g(0) = 0, we may now write g(S~) for Sa = 1, 
2, 3,..., 2k 1 - -  1. 
We also know that g(2 k x --  1) -- 0, and since g(S~) ~ g(S~ --  1) if and only 
if g(2 ~' -~-S~) ~g(2  k -~-S  1 -  1), we see that g(S~) =g(2  k -~-  1 - -Sx) ;  
that is, g(s2, sa,..., sly) = g(~2, sa,-.-, ~k). This also follows from the fact that if 
(si) c 12(f ) then also (si) e 12(f). 
EXAI~IPLE. Let k = 7 and A = 101. The congruences X • 101 ---- 1 (mod 64) 
and X • 101 ~= --1 (mod 64) have the solutions X = 45, and X = 19, respec- 
tively, so we choose X,~ = 19. Thus g(St) ~ g(Sx - -  1) if and only if S~ belongs 
to the set{q-19, +38, ±57, ±12, ±31, ±50, ±5,  424, 4-43, ~62, ±17, ±36, 
4-55}. We put an "x"  in front of each of these numbers in a list of the numbers 
0, 1, 2,..., 63, and write down the output column in the truth table (see Table 1). 
Note that g(S~) = g(S~ q- 19) for 0 ~< S~ < 45 (see Theorem 3 and its corollary). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let S~(A-  27~-~) Qt2 ~-~ ±'R~,  and suppose that 
0 <~ R 1 < 2 ~-t - -  A/2.  Then (2S~ _c 1) • A = (O~ + $1)27~ -> 2R~ + A, and 
2 e -A  <A ~2R l - cA  <2zq This means according to Theorern 1 that 
the k-vector (s2, s a ,..., sk, 1) does occur in the sequence corresponding to 
N = Q, q- S 1 q- 1, which again means that the (k q- 1)-vector ((01 q- S~ q- 1) 
(mod 2), se, sa ..... sz~, 1) does occur. But this is equivalent to g (S1) - -  
(O~ + s~ ± 1)(mod 2) @ 1 = (01 + sz~)(mod 2), since S~ ~-- sz~(mod 2). This 
proves Theorem 2 when 0 ~< R 1 ~< 27~-1 --  (A + 1)/2. 
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On the other hand, suppose that 2 k-1 - -  A/2 < R t < 2 Ic-1. In  this case we 
conclude that the k-vector (s2, s3 .... , s~, 0) occurs and corresponds to N = 
Qt + $1 + 1. In  the same way as above we see that g(S1) = (Q1 + S1 + 1) 
(mod 2) = (Qt + sk 4- 1) (mod 2), which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Corollary 4. Let Q1 and R t be as in Theorem 2. I f0  ~ R t < A - 2 1~-1 
we have that 
(31 - -  1)(d - -  2 k-t) = (Q1 - 1) 2'~-1 4- R1 + 2'~ - -  A, 
where 
2 k - t - (A /2 )  <2 k -d  ~<R t+2 ' : -d  <2 k-t, 
so Theorem 2 implies that g(S 1 -  1)=(Ql - - l+sk+l )  (mod 2)= 
(Q1 4- sk) (mod 2). 
I f  A - -  2 k-1 ~ R t < 2 k-t we write 
(31 - -  1 ) (A  - -  2 k - t )  = Qt 2k-~ 4- R 1 - -  A @ 2 k-t. 
I f  A- -2  k-1 ~ R t < A/2 we get 0~<R1- -A4-2  k-~ <2 k - t - (A /2 )  so 
g(S a -- 1) = (Qa 4- ~k) (mod2).  I f  A/2 < R 1 < 2 k-1 we get 2 ~- t -  A/2 < 
R t -  A 4- 2 ~-1 < 2 ~-t andg(S  1- 1) = (Q1 4- ~le + 1) (mod 2) = (Qt@sk) (mod 2). 
That  is, 
g(S~ -- 1) ---- (Q~ + ~z~) (mod 2) 0 ~< R a < A/2 
----- (Q1 4- sk) (mod 2) A/2 < R 1 < 2 k-l, 
which together with Theorem 2 implies Corollary 4. 
We will now give another theorem which enables us to construct he truth 
tables of g(s 2 , s~ ,..., s~), and which also shows that the truth table is periodic. 
That  is, there exists an Xt ,  0 < X 1 < 2 ~-t, for which g(S 1 4- 2(1) = g(St) for 
all S t such that 0 ~ $1 < 2 k-1 - -  X t .  
The integer X 1 is identified as follows. Let X be the solution to the congruence 
XA - -  1 (mod 2~-1), 0 < X < 2 7~-1. Put A 1 = A - -  2 k-l, then we may write 
XA t =/£12 ~-1 4- 1. I f  K t is odd we take X t = X. I f  K 1 is even we take 
X t = 2 k-t - -  X. In  this case we have that X t • At  ---- (At --//71)2 7~-1 - -  1, and 
since Kt  is even K2 = At - - /£1  is odd. In  condensed form we may therefore 
write that X t is the unique integer for which X t - A t ---- K • 2 k-1 4- • where 
0 < X 1 < 2 7~-1, e = 1 or - -  1, and K is odd (note that 2(1 is odd). 
THEOREM 3. Let X t be the unique integer for which Xt (A  -- 2 k-l) = K2  7~-~ 4- E 
where 0 < X t < 2 k-l, e = 1 or --1, and K is odd. An arbitrary integer S 1 , 
0 ~< S t < 2 k-l, may be written uniquely as 
SI = --L2 ~-t 4- lX~ , 0 < l <~ 2 ~-~, L >~ 0. 
Then 
2 ~-t - -  •(A - -  2 ~-t) 
g(S~) = L (mod 2) i f  l < 
2 
2 e-t - -  •(A - -  2 ~-a) 
=L4-  l (mod2)  if l>  
2 
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COROLLARY 5, I f  0 ~ S I ~ 2 k-1 -- 21 -- 1 then g(S 1 + X1) = g(S1). I f  
0 ~ S 1 ~ X 1 - -  1 and S 1 ~ (XI -- 1)/2 then g(S 1 @ 21~-~ -- 2221) = g(S~) + i. 
We have 
2 g 2 -/" 
EXAMPLE. Tab le  1 w i th  X 1 = 19. 
TABLE  I 
The  Truth  Table for g(S1) When A = 101 (k = 7) 
S~ $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 g(SO 
0 
1 
x 2 
3 
4 
x 5 
6 
x 7 
8 
x 9 
10 
11 
x 12 
13 
x 14 
15 
16 
x 17 
18 
x 19 
20 
x 21 
22 
23 
x 24 
25 
x 26 
27 
x 28 
29 
30 
x 31 
32 
0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1  
0 0 0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 1  
0 0 0 1 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 1  
0 0 0 1 1 0  
0 0 0 1 1 1  
0 0 1 0 0 0  
0 0 1 0 0 1  
0 0 1 0 1 0  
0 0 1 0 1 1  
0 0 1 1 0 0  
0 0 1 1 0 1  
0 0 1 1 1 0  
0 0 1 1 1 1  
0 1 0 0 0 0  
0 1 0 0 0 1  
0 1 0 0 1 0  
0 1 0 0 1 1  
0 1 0 1 0 0  
0 1 0 1 0 1  
0 1 0 1 1 0  
0 1 0 1 1 1  
0 1 1 0 0 0  
0 1 1 0 0 1  
0 1 1 0 1 0  
0 1 1 0 1 1  
0 1 1 1 0 0  
0 1 1 1 0 1  
0 1 1 1 1 0  
0 1 1 1 1 1  
1 0 0 0 0 0  
0 
0 
1 
1 
I 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
& $2 S~ $4 $5 $6 S: g(SO 
x 33 
34 
35 
x 36 
37 
x 38 
39 
x 40 
41 
42 
x 43 
44 
x 45 
46 
x 47 
48 
49 
x 50 
1 0 0 0 0 1  
1 0 0 0 1 0  
1 0 0 0 1 1  
1 0 0 1 0 0  
1 0 0 1 0 1  
1 0 0 1 1 0  
1 0 0 1 1 1  
1 0 1 0 0 0  
1 0 1 0 0 1  
1 0 1 0 1 0  
1 0 1 0 1 1  
1 0 1 1 0 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
1 0 1 1 0 1 !  
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
51 
x 52 
53 
54 
x 55 
56 
x 57 
58 
x 59 
60 
61 
x 62 
63 
1 1 0 0 1 1  
1 1 0 1 0 0  
1 1 0 1 0 1  
1 1 0 1 1 0  
1 1 0 1 1 1  
1 1 1 0 0 0  
1 1 1 0 0 1  
1 1 1 0 1 0  
1 1 1 0 1 1  
1 1 1 1 0 0  
1 1 1 1 0 1  
1 1 1 1 1 0  
1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 
I 0 1 1 1 0 i l  
1 0 1 1 1 1  0 
1 1 0 0 0 0  0 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0  
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1  
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Remark. Corollary 5 may be used to construct the truth table forg recursively 
as follows. We haveg(X1) = 0. Giveng(Sx), if S 1 -}- X 1 < 2 k-1 theng(S 1-{- 2(1) = 
g(S1), otherwise i fS  1 v~ 2 it-1 - -  (X  2 -~- 1)/2 theng(S 1-[- X~ - -  27~-1) =g(S~) + 1. 
If $1 = 2 k-1 - -  (X2 q- 1)/2 then g(X 1 - -  1)/2) = g(2 kq - -  (X~ q- 1)/2). This 
process is repeated until S 1 has run through the integers 0, 1, 2,.. ,  2k-L That is, 
we go through these integers in the order X1 ,2X 1 (rood 2k-~), 3X1 (mod 2J~-1), 
4X  1 (mod 27~-1) "" 27~-1X1 (mod 2~-1), and with one exception, we change the 
value of g(S1) each time we have to reduce mod 2k-L This way of reordering 
integers (elements) is called decimation by X 1 (see Selmer, 1966, Chap. V). 
Proof of Theorem 3. By multiplying the equation S 1 = - -L2  k-1 q- l • X 1 by 
(A - -  2 ~-1) and substituting (A - -  2 /e -1 )X l  = K2 k-1 q- e we obtain 
(A - -  2k-*)S~ = ( lK  - -  (A - -  2k-1)L)2 k-a -k el. 
I f  e = 1, we have that Q1 = IK  --  (A - -  2k-1)L and that R 1 = l in Theorem 2, 
and since K and A - -  2 k-1 are odd and l~-  sk (mod2) we get (Ol q- s~) -~ 
l • 1 - -L "  1 q- sk ~ L (mod 2) so Theorem 2 gives 
A 2 ~-1 E(A - -  2 k-l) 
g(Xl) = L (mod 2) if l < 2 ~-1 - -  
2 2 
A 2 k-1 - -  e(A - -  27~-~) 
=(Lq-1) (mod2)  if l>2  k-1 - -  
2 2 " 
I fe  = - - l  we write 
(A - -  2k-1)$1 = ( IK  - -  (A - -  2'¢-1)L - -  1)2 ~-* q- 2 ~-1 - -  1, 
soR i =2 '~- l - landQ~ =lK - - (a - -2k -1)L - -  1 and(Q l -kS~)  ~=L q- 1 
(mod 2). Theorem 2 gives 
g(S1) = L (mod 2) 
=L+l (mod2)  
A 
if 2 I~-1 - l>2 k -1 - -  
2 '  
i 2 k -1  - -  e (A  - -  2 k - l )  
i .e . , i f  l<~-=-  2 ' 
A 
i f  2 7~-1 - -  1 < 2~ -1  - -  - -  
2 '  
A 2 k-1 - -  e:(A - -  2 ~-l) 
i .e . , i f  l>-~= 2 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Corollary 5. Corollary 5 follows immediately from Theorem 3 if we 
can prove that l = [(2 k-1 - -  E(A - -  2k-1))/2] (IX] is the greatest integer ~<X) 
corresponds to S t = (X 1 - -  1)/2 -t- 2 k-1 - -  X1 = 2 ~-1 - -  (X1 -t- 1)/2. (Compare 
the remark following Corollary 5.) 
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I f  
then 
I2 ~-1 - -  e(A - -  2~-~)/ 2 *~-1- e(A - -  2 ~-~) - -  1 
1= [ 2 2 
$1 = 2 z~-* - -  1 --2e(A - -  2 ~-~) . 321 (mod 2k-~). 
By applying 321 • (A - -  2 k-l) K21~-1 ÷ e we get 
2 ~:-1 - -  1 - -  e(.d - -  2 k-~) 2k-~(X~ - -  4K) - -  X~ - -  e 2 
2 X I= 2 
=- 2k-1 ( X1 --2 eK 
\ 21 ÷__[ 
1| + 2 ~-~ - 
2 " / 
Since X 1 - -  eK is even we have that the expression in the brackets is an integer. 
Therefore S 1 ~ 27~-1 - -  (2(1 ÷ 1)/2 (mod 21~-1). Since 0 < 2 ~-1 - -  (X~ + 1)/2 < 
2 J~-I we have that S 1 = 2 k-1 - -  (X1 ÷ 1)/2, as desired. 
We now investigate when g is linear. 
THEOREM 4. I f  A = 2 ~ --  1 then g(S1) = O, and i f  A = 2 k-1 ÷ 1 then 
g(S1) = sz @ s~. For all other values of A,  g(S1) is nonlinear. 
Pro@ I f  A =2 ~-  1 then 2 ~ 1 (mod A) so Lemma 2 implies that 
sz = s~+l, which by the definition of g(S1) means that g(S1) ~- O. 
I f  A = 2 k-1 ÷ 1 then 2 k-1 ~ --1 (mod A) so Lemma 2 gives s~ = 31 and 
sk+l = s2, and by adding these two equations we get sk+l = sk @ s.a @ sl ,  
which gives g( S1) = s~ @ s 2 . 
We now assume that A =A 2 k - -  1, 2 k-1 q- 1 and that g(S1) is linear. 
If  g(1) = 1, then the linearity of g(S1) implies for any odd integer, Sfl, 
0 < Sfl < 2 k-1 that 
g(Sfl) ~ g(S f l -  1). (7) 
But from Corollary 4 we know that g(S~) = g(S  1 -- 1) if and only if 
2 k-1 --  A /2  < R 1 < A/2.  Since R 1 runs through the integers 0, 1, 2,..., 2 ~-1 - -  1 
when S 1 does, and since Sz is odd if and only if R 1 is odd, we see that (7) can 
hold for all odd integers Sfl, 0 < Sfl < 2 k-l, only if there does not exist an 
odd integer T ~ for which 2 ~-1 - -  _/1/2 < T ° < A/2.  This  implies however that 
A/2- - (2  ~-1- (A /2 ) )  =A- -2  k-~ <2,  or that A =2 k-~-c 1, which is a 
contradiction. 
I f  g(1) = 0, then the linearity ofg(Sa) implies for any odd integer, S~ ~, 0 < 
Sfl < 27~ 1, that 
g(S1  o) = g(X j_  ~ - -  1). 
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Corollary 4 now implies that there cannot exist an odd integer T" for which 
0 ~ T ° < 2 ~-~ - -  (d/2),  or equivalently that 2 ~-~ - -  (d/2)  ~ 1, which means 
that 2 ~-~ - -  (A/2) = ½. Thus  we must have that A = 2 ~ - -  1, which again 
is a contradiction, and Theorem 3 is proved. 
THEOREM 5. Let  k >~ 3, and let g_~(S1) and g~(S1) be the censor functions 
which correspond to A = 21~ - -  3 and A ~ 2 k-1 + 3, respectively. Then 
g-z(S1) = s2 " h(S1) (~ s2 " h( 2k-1 - -  1 - -  $1), 
gz(S1) = s2 " h(S1) @ s2 " h( 2k-~ - -  1 - -  $1) @ s/~, 
where 
h(S1)  
= s~. (s~, v s~.  (s~ v s< (~ v . . .  v ~k-~" (s,~_~ v s,~_~ • (s,~_~ v ,,~))-.-))), k odd, 
= s~.  (s~ v ~. (~ v s , "  (s~ v "-. v s~_~-  (s~_~ v s~_~" s~) . . . ) ) ) ,  k even. 
Here v is inclusive or, that is, O v O ~ 0, O v 1 = 1 v O = 1 v 1 = 1. We 
consider ..... to have higher prior ity than "v . "  
Remark.  Remember  that S 1 ~ 2k-2s~ + 2k-as3 + "-" qL S~ and that g(S1) 
g(s2, s a ,..., s~). Furthermore,  as we noted in the remark following Corollary 4, 
a(2 ~-1 - -  1 - -  S) = a (~,  s3 ,--., se) for an arbitrary function a: {0, 1} ~-1 -~ {0, 1}. 
In  particular we have h(2 k-1 - -  1 - -$1)  = h(~ 2 , s3 ,..., sk), so a Boolean represen- 
tation for h(2 7~-1 - -  1 - -  $1) is known. However,  we may save k - -  2 and k 
binary complementat ions in the Boolean representation for g_~(S~) and ga(S~), 
respectively, if we utilize the fact that h (~,  ~ ,..., ~)  may be obtained from 
h(s~, s~,..., s~) by interchanging the operations ..... and "v . "  This  may be 
proved by induction on k. For  example, for k = 7 we have h(St)  = 
s~ • (s~ v s~ • (s 6 v ST)  and that h(2 ~-~ - -  1 - -  $1) = s a v (s~" (s~ v s 6 • s~)). 
EXAMPLE. Let  k = 4. Then  Theorem 5 gives h(S1) = s 3 • s~, and according 
to the remark above h(2 k-1 - -  1 - -  81) = ~a~. Theorem 5 gives 
g_3(S~) =~.s  3 .s  4@s~. (s  3vs4) ,  
g~(Sl) = s2 " s3 " s~ @ s2 " (s~ v s4) @ s4 . 
The corresponding shift registers are given in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Proof  of  Theorem 5. We consider first the case A : 2 k -  3. Since 
2 k-1 - -  (A/2) : ~,  it follows from Corollary 4 that for all but two values of S 1 
we have that g_~(S1) = g_3($1 - 1). These two values of S 1 are X~ and 2 k-1 - X,~, 
where Xm is defined in the remark following Corollary 4. Thus  
g_3(S~) =0 if 0~$1 <X~ or 2 ~- I - I -X~ <$1 <2 k-~ 
= I if Xm~S1 <2 k - l -  1 - -X ,~.  
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FIG. 2. 
j 
- -•  = Or  
i = 2 4 -- 3 corresponding to g-a(S1). 
FIG. 3. A = 2 a + 3 corresponding to ga(S1). 
I f  we let h(S1)  be defined by 
h(S1)  = 0 
=I  
= h(S  1 - -  2k-z) 
Then 
if 0 ~ S ,<X.~ 
if Xm~<S t<2 k-2 
if 2 k-2 ~ S 1 <2 I~-1. 
~2 " h (S~)  = g_a(S~) if 0 ~ S~ < 2 k-2 
-+-0 if 27~-2 ~<S 1 <2 ~-1, 
and since g_a(27~-* - -  1 - -  $1) = g_a(S1) (see the remark following Corollary 4) 
it follows that 
s2"h(2 k - l - l -S1)  =0 if 0 ~S,  <2 z:-2 
= g_a(S1)  if 2 l~-~ ~< S 1 < 2 k-1. 
Therefore g_a(S~) = ~2h($1) q- s2h(2  ~-~ - -  1 - -  $1) .  
Now we consider the case A = 2 k-1 + 3. We have that X • (2 k - -  3) 
- -X(2  e ' l  q- 3)(rood 2 k-l) for anY integer X. Therefore Xm in this case will be 
equal to the Xm we had in the previous case. 
643/33/3-z 
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Since (A/2) - -  (2 k-~ - -  (A/2)) = 3, it follows from Corollary 4 that ga(S,) va 
ga(St - -  1) for all but  three values of S~. The three values are positive integers 
<2 ~-~ which are congruent to (2 ~-= - -  1)Xm, 2~-~Xm, and (2 ~-z 4- 1)X.~ (see 
the remark following Corollary 4), and since X.~ is odd and <2 ~-~ it follows 
that these three integers are 2 ~-~-  X,m, 2 ~-=, and 2~-~ 4. X.~. This  implies 
ga(S1) = s~ if 0 ~ S 1 < 2 ~-2 - -  X,,, 
=~ if 2 ~±2-X .~<S 1 <2 k-= 
-=s~ if 2 k -~<S1 <2 ~-2+Xm 
=sk  if 2 k -24 .X~<S1 <2~-L  
that 
SO 
Now we observe that 
/ / (2/c-2 - -  1 - -  $1)  = t/(2/c-1 - -  1 - -  S1)  
= 1 if 
= 0 if 
= h(2 k-~ - -  1 - -  Sx 4. 2 z:-2) if 
s2 " (h( 21~-1 - -  1 - -  $1) @ sk) = ga(S1) 
=0 
0 ~< $1 < 2 7'-~ - -  X, .  
2 7~-~ - -  X~ ~< S,  < 2 k-2 
2k-2 ~< S 1 < 2 e-l, 
and (since ga(S1) = g8(2 k-1 - -  1 - -  $1)) 
s~ . (h(S~) ® s~) = 0 
= &(S1)  
Therefore 
if 0 X'~ S1 < 21:-2 
if 2 k-2 ~<S 1 <2 k-l, 
if 0~<S,  <2 k-2 
if 2 ~-2 ~ S 1 < 27c-1. 
g3($1) = ~2 • (h (2~-1  - -  1 - -  &)  ® ~)  ® s2 • (h(&) ® ,~) 
= ~z- (h(2 ~-x - -  1 --  S,) @ s 2 • h(S~) @ ~z~k @ szsk 
= gz " h( 2~-1 - -  1 - -  S1) @ s2h(S1) (~ sk, 
as desired. 
It remains to express h(S1) as a Boolean polynomial. I f  k is odd we have that 
(k-a) lZ 
( 2 2(k-1)/2 - -  1 ) = 2k_ 1 _ 1, 3"  Y', 22i -~ 3 ,  3 " 
i=0 
/ 
SO 
(/¢-3) 12 (/c-3) I2 
i =0 i=0 
2 ~i ~ - -2  k-1 + 1 ~ 1 (mod 2~-1), 
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and Z:,i=0V(k--3)/2 22i < 21:72; therefore Xm = A..i=0X-~(k--a)/2 22i" The  binary expansion for 
X~ is 
x2xax4 . - .x~ =0 1 0 1 "" 0 1 0 1. 
h = 3 gives X,~ = 1, x2x a = 0 1, 
k = 5 gives Xm - -  5, X2XaX~X 5 = 0 1 0 1.
By the definition, h(S~ - -  2 k-2) = h(S1) if 2 ~-2 ~< S~ < 27~-*, so h(S~) ts a 
funct ion of sa, s4 ,..., s~ only (not of s2). The  definition gives h(S1) = s a for h = 3, 
h(S1) = s a • (s4 v ss) for h = 5 and h(S1) = s a • (s~ v s 5 "(s 6 v s~)) for k = 7. 
By induct ion on k it is not hard to see that in general h(S1) has the form given 
in the theorem. 
I f  h is even we have that 
( (lc/2)--2) ( 22((k/2)_1) _ 1) 2k_1 @ 1 ' 
3"  1+2 ~ 2 ~ =3 t+2"  = 
i=o 3 
~-~(k/2)--2 92 iso in this case X m = 1 + z..i=o ~ . The  rest of the proof goes in exactly the 
same way as for odd k. 
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